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• NASA RASC-AL Theme 2 – Artificial Gravity Reusable 
Crewed Deep Space Transport
• Develop a vehicle which is capable of simulating Mars’ 
gravity for a majority of the mission to and from Mars
• ~1,100 day conjunction class mission
• Launch from cis-lunar orbit and travel to 5 sol Martian orbit
• Use a hybrid propulsion system 
• High thrust chemical system 
• Low thrust electric system
• Determine additional budget authority needed
• Technology ready for deployment and operations by 2029
RASC-AL Deliverables
• Abstract (January 21)
• Paper describing proposed concept
• Video to show concept in action
• OSU was chosen as one of the 7 teams to continue to semi-finals
• Mid-Project Review (April 1)
• Paper delves into the development and engineering analysis for the 
concept
• OSU was not chosen to move to the final round
• Final Technical Paper
• In-depth review of the final concept and supporting analysis
Major Requirements
• Preserve life
• Mass Limit – 50 metric tons
• Use no more than 750 kW BOL solar arrays
• Simulate Mars’ gravity level a majority of the mission
• Thrusters used for rotation need to be fuel efficient
• System must be capable of withstanding the environment of 
space for at least 15 years
• Capable of supporting at least 3 roundtrip missions to Mars
• Determine additional budget authority needed for mission
Assumed Requirements
• Artificial gravity must be created through rotation
• No new advancements in physics
• Expandable shaft must withstand rotation
• No gravity without rotation
• Additional bracing in expandable shaft will be necessary
• Supports by themselves would twist around one another
• Astronaut must be capable of moving between pods via 
the expandable shaft
• Contingency plan
• Expandable shaft and pods cannot crash into solar 
arrays
• Total destruction of spacecraft
Major Design Drivers
• Mass Limit
• Must stay below 50 metric ton limit placed by propulsion system
• Conflicted with every component of the design
• Time to Full Rotation Speed
• Robotic Systems
• Central Hub Design
• Thickness of Shroud
• Power Usage
• System must be able to operate when solar arrays degrade from 750 
kW beginning of life to 607 kW end of life
• Limited NASA Power Data







Design Evolution - Hammerhead
Final Design
Initial Design








Possible Issue Degradation issue with 












• Worst Case Loads Scenario: Launch in Transit 
Configuration 
• 17x increase in bending stress over launching in hammerhead 
configuration
• Safer to launch in hammerhead configuration and transition to 
transit configuration during electric thrust
• Bending Stress for Electric Thrust – Transit Configuration: 0.031 MPa
Chemical Thrust – Transit Configuration, No Rotation
Force of Chemical Burn (N) 890
Acceleration of Chemical Burn (m/s2) 7.86 x 10-3
Force on Pods (N) 196.5 (Compression)
Moment (Nm) 1.66 x 104
Bending Stress (MPa) 2.71
Expandable Shaft Orientations
*All orientations eventually converge
Chosen Design: Rectangular
Reason: Pentagon required more mass for 
minimal decrease in resultant rotation making 
rectangular the better choice
Expandable Shaft - Rectangular









Ohio Electric Brushless Motor
• A motor will be necessary to control the 
expansion and contraction of the BRC 
supports
• During the expansion of the BRC, the 
supports will need to be slowed down to 
prevent damage to the system
• During the contraction of the BRC, the 
supports will need help reel in






Nominal Brace Dimensions: 
4-inch Tube Diameter
6-millimeter Tube Thickness
Chosen Number of Brace Sets: 7
Resultant Rotation: 1.99 degrees
Shroud Layup
• Shroud Layers (Outside to Inside):
• Aluminized Beta Cloth (0.2 mm)
• Aluminized Kapton (0.0076 mm)
• Mylar (0.0051mm)
• Nomex Netting (0.16 mm)
• Kevlar (2 mm) 
• Beta cloth, Kapton, and Mylar will 
allow the shroud to reject 90-99% of 
the sun’s radiation
• Nomex netting will be layer between 
the reflective layers and Kevlar to 
minimize conduction effects
• Kevlar will protect the interior of the 




Central Hub Cross Section: Stored 
Shroud• Origami folding technique will allow the 
shroud to compress for hammerhead 
configuration
• Prefabricated fractal folds will allow the 
material to safely expand/contract without 
fatigue issues
• Allows the shroud to compact down to 2 meters
System Connections
BRC Supports and Pods Connection
Pod
BRC
• Connector on 
both BRC and 
Pods
• Bolted to lock 
into place like a 
mechanical joint




• Robotic system 
will position 
them when in 
transit 
configuration
Shroud and Pods/Hub Connection 
• Similar to NASA 
berthing mechanism
• Main connector will be 
bolted onto the 
pods/hub
• Shroud will have a 
smaller connector that 
will hook onto the main 
connection
Shroud and BRC Supports Connection 
• Velcro will be wrapped around the supports by 
the robotic system and secured to the shroud’s 
Velcro patch
Rotation
X3 Hall Effect Thruster
• High impulse of 2,470 
seconds
• Requires 204 kW during 
spin-up
• Spin-up Time: 28 hours
• Fuel Required: 360 kg
Torque Cancelling Motor
• Motor will be connected to the 
rotational shaft inside the 
bearing assembly
• Torque from Friction: 0.078 Nm
• Motor Torque Available: 0.3 Nm
Paravalux PM8S DC
Expandable Shaft Robotic System
Shadow Teleoperation Development System
• Requirement: Expandable shaft robotic system must have fine 
motor skills
• Needs to be able to make connections between supports and 
bracing
• Needs to be able to wrap Velcro around supports to connect 
supports to shroud
• Must be able to make repairs and perform maintenance as 
necessary
• Steel cable will be used as a track through the shaft
Storage Pod Robotic System





• Machine learning robotic arm will 
pull supplies from the storage pod 
and transfer them to the 
expandable shaft robot for transfer 
to habitat pod
• The arm will move a long a rod in 
the center of the pod to reach 
supplies
• Recommend that the robotic arm 
be long enough to reach to the 
back wall of the pod
Logistics
Launches:
• Hammerhead configuration fits inside a NASA 8.4 m 
long SLS concept
• Will require additional support during launch
• Supplies will be stored inside pods for launch
• Multiple Launches Required:
1. Pod System and Supplies
2. Propulsion System
• NASA already had 2 launches planned
• Baseline met
Additional Budget Required:
Engineering Development $250 million
Expandable Shaft System $41 million
Storage Pod Shell $230 million
Rotational System $1 million
Total $522 million
Significant Issue – Mass Balance
• The center of mass for the system is -8.14 cm from 
the center
• Potential problems arise when the center of mass is 
+/-10 cm from the center












0.848 m 0.686 m
• Astronauts will need to 
crouch when travelling 
through central hub
• Astronauts will be able 
to move normally 
through expandable 
shaft
• Recommend spacesuit 
research to minimize 
clearance issue












Possible Issue - Solar Panel Interference
Static Solar Panel Clearance: 2.18 meters
Max Displacement of Expandable Shaft 
Under Load: 0.575 meters
Clearance with Expandable Shaft Under 
Load: 1.605 meters
• This is for static analysis only so a 
dynamic analysis will be necessary to see if 
the 1.605 meter clearance will be adequate
Schedule
•Mostly remained on schedule
•Lessons Learned:
• CAD and FEA will always take longer to complete than 
estimated
• Plan a task to take about 3x longer than first 
estimation
• Models took a lot more time and money to build than 
anticipated
•NASA Elimination Feedback:
• More analysis - Reasonable
• Must calculate consumables needed – NASA supplies 
the consumables, was not part of the competition
Conclusions
• Launch in the hammerhead configuration and then 
transition into the transit configuration for electric thrust
• Using a combination of 4 BRC supports and 7 BRC brace 
sets will allow the shaft to withstand rotation
• Kevlar and MLI shroud will allow for thermal regulation and 
radiation production for the shaft
• Only requires $522 million in additional spending
• Meets most of the requirements with only of few minor 
issues to address
• Impacts the future of the Mars’ missions if designed and 
implemented well
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Overall Work Breakdown Structure














































































































































































Potential Design 1 – Expandable Shaft
• Benefits:
• Easy Assembly in cis-lunar 
orbit
• Lighter Materials
• Compact Retracted 
Configuration
• Quickly extends and 
retracts
• Symmetrical design allows 
for easier Mass Balance and 
storage transfers
• Ability to balance masses 








• Cross Bracing will need to 
be added once the shaft 
has been extended and 
then removed before 
contracting
• Unknown stability of the 
Bi-stable reeled composite 
during rotation 
• Large number of moving 
parts
Potential Design 2 – Truss
•Benefits:
•Known stability of 
trusses
•Less moving parts
•Easier to secure 
piping, cables, and 
rails onto trusses
Potential Design 2 – Truss
•Cons:
• Cis-lunar orbit assembly will 
be more difficult and take 
longer
• Heavier Materials
• More stress on the system 
during the high-thrust 
chemical system since it is 
always in the extended 
configuration
Potential Design 3 – Zig Zag
•Benefits:
•Allows for a streamline 
configuration of the 
pods by stacking the 
pods on top of one 
another
Potential Design 3 – Zig Zag
•Cons:
• Complicated design 
• Many unknowns in how it 
would perform during spin-up 
and spin-down
• Unsymmetrical with one pod 
extending further than the 
other
• Difficult transfer system 
between pods
Selected Design – Expandable Shaft
• Preliminary 
Characteristics:
• Two Pods – Habitat Pod 
and Storage Pod
• Expandable Shafts made 
from bi-reeled composite 
(BRC)
• Artificial gravity created by 
centrifugal force
• Pod System Independently 
Rotates from propulsion 
system
• Performance Predictions:
• BRC Material should 
perform well in tension and 
at the 84.6 meter lengths
• Efficient Spin-up and spin-
down using a thruster 
system on the pods
• Quick expansion and 
contraction using motors to 
move the BRC supports and 
cover
• Piping System will provide 
extra rigidity in supports
• Magnetic bearings will help 




Chemical Thrust – Hammerhead Configuration, No 
Rotation
Force of Chemical Burn (N) 890
Acceleration of Chemical Burn (m/s2) 7.86 x 10-3
Force on Pods (N) 196.5 (Compression)
Moment (Nm) 982.5
Bending Stress (MPa) 0.16
Chemical Thrust – Transit Configuration, No Rotation
Force of Chemical Burn (N) 890
Acceleration of Chemical Burn (m/s2) 7.86 x 10-3
Force on Pods (N) 196.5 (Compression)
Moment (Nm) 1.66 x 104
Bending Stress (MPa) 2.71
Chemical Thrust – Transit Configuration, Rotation
Force of Chemical Burn (N) 890
Acceleration of Chemical Burn (m/s2) 7.86 x 10-3
Force on Pods (N) 9.23 x 104 (Tension)
Electric Thrust – Hammerhead Configuration, No 
Rotation
Force of Electric Thrust (N) 8.75
Force on Pods (N) 2.27 (Compression)
Moment (Nm) 11.33
Bending Stress (MPa) 1.85*10-3
Electric Thrust – Transit Configuration, No Rotation
Force of Electric Thrust (N) 8.75
Force on Pods (N) 2.27(Compression)
Moment (Nm) 191.6
Bending Stress (MPa) 0.031
Electric Thrust – Transit Configuration, Rotation
Force of Electric Thrust(N) 8.75





Combined Mass (Arm and Habitat Pod) = 23,783 kg
Combined Mass (Arm and Storage Pod) = 23,826 kg




= -0.0814 meters from center















Fixed vs Expandable Trade Study
Fixed Expandable
Achieve 84.6 meter length Yes Yes
Stable at 84.6 meters Yes Yes





Launch Must launch with structure in 
place
Can launch with structure 
contracted
Launch Stresses on System Higher because it is launched 
fully extended
Lower because it is launched 
fully contracted
• Chosen Design: Expandable
Expandable Trade Study
BRC Telescopic Self Building Truss Inflatable Cable
Achieve 84.6 
Meter Length
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Stable at 84.6 
Meters




Yes with bracing Yes Yes Unknown No
Material Carbon Fiber Composite Metal Kevlar Metal








Newer Newer New New Mature
• Chosen Design: Bi-Stable Reeled Composite (BRC)
BRC Trade Study
RolaTube Astrotube ROCCOR
84.6 Meter Length Yes No No
Stable at 84.6 Meters Yes No No
Mass 436 g/m2 Unknown 0.66 kg/m
Deployment Reel Motor Reel Motor Reel Motor
Cost Lower than traditional 
space booms
Lower than traditional 
space booms
Unknown
Rigidization Uses BRC properties Embedded Conductors Embedded Conductors
Material Carbon PEEK Carbon Fiber Carbon Fiber
Technological Readiness Yes Needs Development Needs Development
• Chosen Design: RolaTube
BRC Expansion Motor Trade Study
Gear Box and Electric 
Motor
Hydraulic Actuation Pneumatic Actuation
Speed Slow Fast Fast
Mass Moderate Low-Moderate Low-Moderate
Power Usage Moderate-High Low-Moderate Low-Moderate
Size Bigger Smaller but requires 
large hydraulic fluid 
tanks nearby
Smaller but requires 
large compressed air 
tanks nearby
Maintenance Minimal Potential congestion in 




cause the system to 
freeze up
Complexity Complex gear box Simpler design Simpler design
Expansion Time (hr.) 1 Unknown Unknown
• Chosen Design: Gear Box and Electric Motor
Bracing Trade Study
BRC Aluminum Rods Carbon Fiber Rods
Total Mass (kg) 1.11 264.6 3.75
Tensile Strength (MPa) 2,400 310 4,620
Compressive Strength (MPa) 1,300 207 Unknown
Cost Moderate-Expensive Low Expensive
Technological Readiness Newer Mature Mature





Nominal Brace Dimensions: 
4-inch Tube Diameter
2-millimeter Tube Thickness
Chosen Number of Brace Sets: 7
Resultant Rotation: 5.01 degrees









Bracing and Supports Connection Trade Study
Cross Tube Connector Cross Tube Connector T Tube Connector
Material Steel Plastic Galvanized Steel
Mass High Low High
Strength (MPa) 2,030 315 550
Cost Low-Moderate Low Low-Moderate
• Chosen Design: Cross Tube Connector - Plastic
Shroud Trade Study
Kevlar Carbon Nanotubes Spectra Fiber
Strength 5 x stronger than steel 30 x stronger than steel 15 x stronger than steel
Mass Light Light Light
UV Resistance Some Degradation Unknown High Resistance
Temperature 
Sensitivity
Strengthens at low 
temperatures but 
weakens at high 
temperatures
Unknown Brittle at -150ºC and 
melts at 136ºC
Cost Moderate Expensive Moderate
Technological 
Readiness
Mature Needs Development New
• Chosen Design: Kevlar with UV Coating
Shroud Hoop Stress
















17 8.9 11,861 0.04 4.68
Hall Effect 
(Xenon)
28 5.4 1,268 204 0.99
Momentum 
Wheel
96 3.2 4,000 1,500 N/A
Chemical 
(Hydrazine)
6.7 22 2,796 0.082 2.80
• Chosen Design: Hall Effect
Connections Trade Study
Velcro Xolox Strap In-Line Cable 
Clamp
Strength (psi) Peel Strength: 1.2
Average Shear 
Strength: 14
Highly resistant to 
shear and tensile 
forces
Depends on clamp 
material
Supports 2 inch piece holds 
175 lb.
Unknown Depends on clamp 
material






Cost Inexpensive Inexpensive Inexpensive
In-Line Clamp
Xolox
• Chosen Design: Velcro
Robotic System Trade Study
Valkyrie R5 Spidernaut Shadow Teleoperation 
Development System
ExoHand
Carrying Capacity (kg) Unknown 45.4 10 Double the gripping 
power of human hand
Capabilities Maintenance and 
inspection tasks
Carrying objects Fine motor skills to 
make shaft 
connections
Fine motor skills to 
make shaft 
connections
Mass (kg) 136 272 28.9 Unknown
Size 1.88 meters tall Exact dimensions 
unknown but it is fairly 
large
1.33 meter total reach About the size of a 
human arm
Shaft Transit Ladder System Web Similar to elevator 
shaft
Similar to elevator 
shaft
Power Required (kW) 1.8 3.6 0.5 Unknown
Battery Run Time (hr.) 6-10 Unknown N/A Wired N/A Wired
Cost $2,000,000 High Unknown High
Technological 
Readiness
Needs Development Needs Development Ready Needs Development
Expandable Shaft Robotic System Track 
Expandable Shaft Cross-Sectional 
View with Robotic Track
Steel Cable Reel
Storage Organization System
• Will use a robotic arm to scan and pick up objects from 
shelving
• Robotic arm will rotate around an axis in the center of the 
storage pod
• Software will have machine learning so the AI is 
continuously developing
Asteroid Impact
• Allow the asteroids/micrometeorites to pass through shroud
• Robotic system would repair the damage
• Possibility of major structural components inside the expandable 
shaft will be hit and catastrophically damaged
• Allow the asteroids/micrometeorites to strike but not 
penetrate
• Prevents major structural components inside the expandable shaft 
from being hit
• Possibility that the force of impact will throw the system off course 
or spin uncontrollably
Propulsion System and Central Hub Wiring
• Since the solar panels are connected to the propulsion 
system, the wiring will need to pass from that system to the 
central hub without getting caught in the rotation of the pod 
system
• Rotation resistant wiring is designed to resist spin or 
rotation so it will function well in this location
ANSYS Analysis – Titanium Support
50 N Chemical Thrust – 4 Supports Deformation: 0.338 meters
Preliminary ANSYS Support Analysis 
50 N Chemical Thrust – Fully Contracted, 4 
Supports
Deformation: 0.168 meters
Preliminary ANSYS Support Analysis 
70 N Chemical Thrust – Fully Extended, 4 
Supports
Deformation: 0.0.235 meters
Preliminary ANSYS Support Analysis 
0.6 N Electric Thrust – Fully Extended, 4 Supports Deformation: 0.0017 meters
Preliminary ANSYS Support Analysis 
0.8 N Electric Thrust – Fully Extended, 4 
Supports
Deformation: 0.0027 meters
Preliminary ANSYS Support Analysis Conclusion
• The system should not be launched fully extended since the 
chemical thrust will cause too much deformation in the 
system
• The system must launch from the hammerhead 
configuration to withstand chemical thrust
• The system will can withstand being fully extended during 
the electric thrust
Expansion Motor Calculations
𝑥 − 𝑥0 = 𝑉0𝑡 + 0.5𝑎𝑡
2
84.6𝑚 = 0.5 ∗ 𝑎 ∗ (1200𝑠𝑒𝑐)2
𝑎 = 0.0001175𝑚/𝑠

























𝑇𝑆𝑀𝑎𝑥 = 399.85 𝐾
Hall Effect Thrusters Trade Study
Thruster Name Spin-Up Time 
(hr.)




Power to Operate 
(kW)
X3 28 5.4 1,268 204
HermeS TDU-1 250 0.6 699 25
HiVHAc 760 0.2 547 7.8
In an effort to further optimize for weight, Hall Thrusters of varying 
sizes with different spin-up times were analyzed.




Hall Thrusters Calculations Continued
Power Budget
Subsystem Power Required (kW)
Expansion Motors 115
Peak Power – Habitat Pod 24
Peak Power – Storage Pod 24
Heated Water Line 2.54
Total 165.54
Subsystem Power Required (kW)
Torque Cancelling Motors 241
Peak Power – Habitat Pod 24
Peak Power – Storage Pod 24






















As the solar panels begin to age, the 
power required and power available may 
become a problem. Based on a 
preliminary power budget for 
expansion/contraction and rotation, there 
will not be much power to spare after the 





• Cutting edge technology
• Safe for astronauts
• Costs $12-15 million
• Disadvantages:




• Safe for astronauts




• Costs $164 million
• Much larger than NanoRacks
Robotic Track Trade Study
• Robotic Web
• Already a part of Spidernaut’s design and cost
• Still under development by Purdue University
• Complicated system
• Cable System and Motor







• Downside is that halfway down gravity changes which poses a problem
• Chosen Design: Cable System and Motor
RASC-AL Concept Schedule
1. Launch partially outfitted with HPS (Transit Habitat)
2. Launch storage pod, robotic system, and central hub
3. Resupplied with a series of logistic flights prior to crew arrival
4. Transit system delivered to LDRO via propulsion kit or in-space 
transportation stage (6 months)
5. In ICH habitat mates with initial cis-lunar habitat to facilitate 
aggregation, crew checkout, and mission prep
6. Transit habitat undergoes 180 day checkout period to test 
systems, install other components, load supplies, and ensure 
habitat is ready
7. Systems will be in quiescent state so there is minimum prep the 
mission crew will need to perform before departure
8. Transit vehicle departs from ICH and moves to LDHEO to pick 
crew up (6 months)
RASC-AL Concept Schedule
9. Execute gravity assist to go to Mars
10.Transit to Mars (230-400 days)
11.Mars transit vehicle rendezvous with destination vehicle 
which is the crew descent vehicle to Mars
12.Crew departs to surface of Mars and habitat now works 
autonomously while in 5 sol orbit (300-550 days)
13.Mission completes and return to habitat
14.Return to Earth (200-360 days)
15.Crew transfers to Orion in LDHEO and returns to Earth
16.Transit system returns to LDRO and ICH so reset crew can 
refurbish it and prep for next mission
Possible Mission Schedule
1. Crew to Phobos
• Departs Earth March 2, 2033
• Arrives at Mars on January 1, 2034
• Surface mission 417 days
• Departs Mars on February 22, 2035
• Arrives at Earth on January 4, 2036
• Total heliocentric duration – 1,038 days
2. Crew to Mars
• Departs Earth August 3, 2039
• Arrives at Mars on September 6, 2040
• Surface mission 300 days
• Departs Mars on July 3, 2041
• Arrives at Earth on June 28, 2042
• Total heliocentric duration – 1,060 days
Possible Mission Schedule
3. Crew to Mars
• Departs Earth October 23, 2043
• Arrives at Mars on October 27, 2044
• Surface mission 300 days
• Departs Mars on August 23, 2045
• Arrives at Earth on September 14, 2046
• Total heliocentric duration – 1,057 days
4. Retirement or Retrofit
Relationships
• Mass Changes in the System
• Center of gravity changes 
• Spin up/down time changes
• Expansion/contraction time changes
• Amount of thruster fuel needed changes
• Amount of torque generated by pod system changes which could 
effect the torque cancelling motor
• Loads change
• Supports’ dimensions change
• Bracing changes
• Pipe Size




1. Mass Limit – 50 metric 
tons
2. Thruster fuel consumption
3. Pod system hits solar 
panels
Mitigation
1. Reduce redundancy in 
pods and use lighter 
materials
2. Limit the number of times 
thrusters are used and 
reduce mass in other areas 
to allow for more thruster 
fuel on board
3. Extend the central hub to 
a distance that is past the 
range of the solar panels
Risks and Mitigation
Risk
4. Electric power consumption 
exceeds solar panel output
5. Power consumption during 
spin up is too high to be able 
to run life support 
6. Propulsion system rotates
7. Piping fails
Mitigation
4. Reduce the number of 
systems that need to run 
simultaneously
5. Astronauts may need to 
wear spacesuits during spin 
up/down Use anti-torque 
motor to prevent rotation
6. Use anti-torque motor to 
prevent rotation





9. Robotic Systems Fail
10.Bearings Lock Up
11.Thruster Failure
12.Separation of Pods from 
Propulsion System
Mitigation Plan
8. Robot to patch holes
9. Shaft is large enough for a 
person in a spacesuit and 
have redundant supplies 
in each pod
10.Spare bearings
11.Spare thruster if possible 
or use torque motor to help 
rotate
12.Create the system with 












13.Cleaning system in pipe to 
clear pipe
14.Redundant water stored 
on habitat side
15.Choose materials that can 
withstand extreme 
temperatures
16.Redundant reels if possible
17.Redundant connections 
that can take the 
additional loads
